Comparative structural biology of the genome: nano-scale imaging of single nucleus from different kingdoms reveals the common physicochemical property of chromatin with a 40 nm structural unit.
Genome function is closely linked to the higher-order chromatin structures. To reveal a structural basis for the interphase chromatin organization, the 'on-substrate' lysis procedure was applied to nuclei isolated from human HeLa cells, chicken erythrocyte cells and yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, which possessed different intrinsic properties of the genomes such as histone composition and inter-nucleosomal distance. The isolated nuclei on a coverslip were successively treated with a detergent and a high-salt solution to extract the nuclear membrane and the nucleoplasm, and therefore, atomic force microscopy (AFM) visualized the structural changes in response to the lysis procedure. After the nucleoplasm was extracted, AFM clarified that chromatin fibers, approximately 40 nm in width, were partially released out of the nuclei and that the other chromatin still remaining in the nuclei was composed of granular structures with diameter of 80-100 nm. Thus, these results suggest that the approximately 40 nm fiber would be a stable structural unit and fold the 80-100 nm granules into a one-step higher unit. A common mechanism could be implied regardless of the intrinsic properties of the eukaryotic genomes.